Buoyant Enterprise Linkerd

Buoyant Enterprise Linkerd is a commercial distribution of the open source Linkerd service mesh provided by Buoyant, the creators of Linkerd. Available as an annual subscription, Buoyant Enterprise Linkerd provides a security-hardened, enterprise-grade distribution of Linkerd designed for use in mission-critical environments.

Buoyant Enterprise Linkerd includes:

✔ Signed images, build-time metadata, and access to Buoyant's private image registry
✔ FIPS-compliant mutual TLS encryption modules
✔ Priority notification and remediation of all critical security updates
✔ 24x7x365 support with response-time SLAs
✔ Expert architectural reviews, training, and more

Signed images and build-time metadata

Buoyant Enterprise Linkerd images are made available to customers through Buoyant's private image registry, are cryptographically signed, and are provided with build-time metadata which allows your organization to easily understand what dependencies are in use in a given image.

Priority remediation of critical security updates

Buoyant Enterprise Linkerd customers get private notifications of any security vulnerabilities in Linkerd that are reported to project maintainers, as well as access to security fixes before the vulnerability is announced to the general public.

FIPS-compliant mutual TLS encryption modules

Buoyant Enterprise Linkerd is available in a package that restricts TLS modules to only use certain FIPS-validated cryptographic libraries, in a way that is compliant with FIPS-140-2 Level 1 standard.
24x7x365 support with response-time SLAs

Buoyant Enterprise Linkerd includes 24x7x365 support from Buoyant’s dedicated customer reliability engineering team, including response-time SLAs for any critical incidents.

Expert architectural reviews, training, and more

As the creators and primary maintainers of the open source Linkerd project, Buoyant is the authority on all things Linkerd. Our team of experts provide architectural reviews, training, analysis, and more for any Buoyant Enterprise Linkerd customer.

Pricing and mechanics

Buoyant Enterprise Linkerd is sold on an annual basis and pricing is based on the size of your Linkerd installation. We’ll work with you to determine the right combination of training, review, and support, tailored to your organization’s needs.
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